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NEWFOUNDLANDERS ARE NO STRANGERS TO DISASTERS, especially

those at sea, as shown by the events of Thursday 12  March inth

which seventeen persons perished and only one survived from the

eighteen on board the Cougar Helicopters Sikorsky S-92A Flight 491

when it crashed into the Atlantic Ocean some sixty kilometres out from

St John’s.  It was a tragedy of immense proportions, ranking with a

long string of maritime tragedies including the 1982 Ocean Ranger

loss (84 lives), the torpedoing of the Caribou (135 lives) in 1942 the

Newfoundland disaster of 1914 (78 lives) so well documented in

Cassie Brown’s Death on the Ice, and many more.  Even the 1912

Titanic sinking, its SOS picked up at the Cape Race lighthouse,

happened in close proximity to Newfoundland, although the lives lost

were not those of Newfoundlanders.  Then there are the numerous lives

of local people lost at sea even from our own communities.

Yes, the lives of a seafaring people are constantly fraught with risk,

and no doubt always will be, as long as human beings “go down to the

sea in ships and do business in great waters”.  And whenever disasters

of the magnitude of the Cougar accident, or the Ocean Ranger, the

Newfoundland, or any other, occur, it results in the drawing together

of the entire Island community.  We think of the anguish of the

families of those lost, the not-knowing how it happened, and the lack

of closure for those whose loved ones are never found.

We wonder too why such events can happen.  Was it negligence on

the part of those in charge?  Was it mechanical failure?  It is always

easy to point a finger at someone else and to suggest that those people

did not care, that it was not their lives at stake.  But most human beings

are basically decent people and will not knowingly endanger the lives

of others.  It has been suggested that the downed helicopter had not

received proper maintenance: two broken metal studs had sheared on

the aircraft’s transmission and caused fatal damage.  A recent news

release stated that in January the helicopter manufacturer had issued a

directive to all operators that the studs should be replaced within a year

or within 1,250 flying hours.  Since then the American FAA has

grounded all those machines until the studs are replaced.  One then has

to ask whether that earlier directive was not stringent enough, because

the helicopter which crashed had logged only 177 flying hours and was

therefore well within the specified limits. 

There are many other questions that can be asked when incidents

such as this occur, but always one’s thoughts go back to those who

died, and their families.  Claims are made that ships are unsinkable,

that aircraft are so well maintained that only human error can cause an

accident, that survival equipment works perfectly, that nothing can go

wrong ... until it does.  In the last analysis and from time immemorial,

when it comes to competing with the natural elements, nothing can

ever be certain. 

SPEAKING OF THE N ATU RAL ELEMENTS, this picture may arouse a

few reminiscences among older residents, and it may also become

a memory for some of our younger folk if, as we are being warned by

scientists, our winters really are becoming warmer at an ever-

increasing rate.  According to both meteorologists and inhabitants of

the High Arctic, there is open water appearing much earlier in spring

than the older people can ever remember, and there are places where

the permafrost is no longer “permanent”, so that where the ground

was once frozen year round, it now becomes a soft mushy mess from

spring to fall.

We are hearing about polar bears drowning in the open sea

because there are fewer and smaller ice-floes which are melting faster

than ever.  Glaciers which once reached down to the sea along the

coasts of Greenland, Baffin Island and elsewhere are now melting

much further inland and on higher ground.  Huge chunks of ice the

size of Prince Edward Island are breaking from the ice shelves in both

the northern and southern polar regions.  Certain animals, birds and

plants are now being observed much further north than in the past.

It’s hard to believe that our climate here in Newfoundland is

actually warming up when we recall some of the bitterly cold windy

and stormy weather we have experienced this winter.  But the

scientists are saying that such violent extremes are to be expected as

the planet warms up.  Certainly there are more extreme weather

conditions occurring around the world, with lasting droughts in

regions of Africa where there used to be adequate rainfall to support

good crops, destructive brush fires in Australia and California, floods

in many places.  The list goes on.

Maybe such scenes as that above, when salt water freezes enough

to skate on, will become mere memories of the past to which today’s

younger generations will look back with nostalgia.

The BLOW ·M E·DOW NER  is distributed free of charge to each  

Canada Post mailbox in Lark Harbour and York Harbour

before or on the first Friday of each month.

Next BLOW ·ME·DOWNER: Issue 38 . . .Friday 1  May 2009st

Copy Deadline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Friday 24  April 2009th

For $1.00 we will mail a single copy anywhere in Canada.

You may now choose to receive your BLOW ·M E·DOW NER     

free by email.  Send an email (with the word “SUBSCRIBE”    

in the subject line)   to the email address below, and each 

        issue, in PDF format, will then be sent, free of charge        

to you or your friends anywhere in the world.

blowmedowner@gmail.com

 

Skaters on the harbour ice last weekA Sikorsky S-92A helicopter near The Narrows, St John’s
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COMMUNITY CALENDAR
Items in Italics relate to activities at St James Church.

HE = Holy Eucharist; MP = Morning Prayer; EP = Evening Prayer

2009                                     APRIL                                   2009

  1 Wed 7:00 pm - Lent Weeknight Service, EPst

  5 Sun 11:00 am - Sunday of the Passion, HE th

  8 Wed 7:00 pm - Lent Weeknight Serviceth

  9 Thur 7:00 pm - Maundy Thursday Liturgyth

School closes for Easter Break

10 Fri 11:00 am - Good Friday Liturgyth

12 Sun Easter Day - 7:00 am, Sunrise Service & Breakfastth

    7:00 pm, Easter Holy Eucharist

14 Tues Blood Donor Clinic at LH Church Hall, 5-8 pm  th

19 Sun 7:00 pm - 2  of Easter, Evening Prayerth nd

20 Mon School reopens after Easter Breakth

22 Wed Earth Daynd

26 Sun 7:00 pm - 3  of Easter, Service led by Youthth rd

30 Thur Last day to submit 2008 Income Tax Returns th

2009                                      MAY                                     2009

10  Sun Mothers’ Dayth

15 Fri School Holidayth

18  Mon Victoria Day - School Holidayth

22  Fri School Graduationnd

2009                                     JUNE                                     2009

21  Sun  Fathers’ Dayst

 2009                        ADVANCE DATES                         2009

  July 1 Wed    CANADA DAYst

Thanks to our Sponsors for their support of The BLOW·ME·DOWNER. 

Anglican Parish of Bay of Islands Lark Harbour  -

Byrne’s Store York Harbour p 5

Curling ONE  Stop Corner Brook p 2

Fillatre Memorials Corner Brook p 4

   Quik Lube Plus, 65 Humber Road Corner Brook p 5

Sheppard’s Clover Farm Store Lark Harbour p 2

YORK HARBOUR ACW DAFFODIL COLLECTION

Collection Boxes for Donations to DAFFODIL HOUSE

have been placed in the following locations:

BYRNE’S  STORE,   YORK  HARBOUR

SHEPPARD’S CLOVER FARM STORE

LARK HARBOUR

YORK HARBOUR & LARK HARBOUR

POST OFFICES

for the next two weeks

Suggested donation is $2.00 per household

Please make your donation to this worthwhile cause

Questions?  Call Mary-Lou Sheppard at 681-2906

GENEROUS THOUGHTS
A Newfoundlander, an Irishman, and a Scotsman were at the

crematorium saying their final farewells to their friend Joe.  The

Newfoundlander, in his generous, easy-going way, reached for his

wallet, took out a $20 bill and laid it in the casket.  “He might need  a

few bucks when he gets to the other side,” he said.   The Irishman, not

wanting to be considered less generous or thoughtful of his friend, took

out a $20 bill from his wallet, and placed it next to the

Newfoundlander’s twenty.  For a minute the Scotsman stared at the

two twenties, then reached into his pocket, took out his chequebook,

wrote a cheque for $100 in Joe’s name and placed it in the casket.

Then he picked up the two twenties his friends had placed there, and

put them into his wallet.

A moment later the undertaker came over, closed and fastened the

lid of the casket, and slowly it passed from sight behind the curtain.

EASTER GREETINGS TO EVERYONE

MESSAGE FROM OUR  RECTOR

      —      Rev  Nellie  Thomas      —     

 ANGLICAN  PARISH  OF  THE  BAY  OF  ISLANDS

THE LORD IS RISEN INDEED, ALLELUIA!

IN A VERY SHORT TIM E we will be celebrating Easter.  Most churches

throughout the world find that the service on Easter Sunday is the

best attended Sunday service of the year.  Christians throughout the

world believe according to the Bible, that Jesus came back to life, or

was raised from the dead, three days after his death on the cross.

Jesus was crucified and rose again, and paid the penalty for sin,

giving all people who believe in Him eternal life.  Why don’t we all

stop at this wonderful time to share the Easter story, and let the

message of love and forgiveness penetrate our lives and lead us to

take up the offer of a new beginning?

When I was a little girl growing up in Forteau, Labrador, I remember

always getting a new piece of clothing for Easter.  I would be wearing

the same old jacket, boots, slacks, top, etc for the year and then Easter

came (thank God), and my parents bought me new clothes.  I felt that

I was a new person.

Easter is about new birth.  Jesus died and rose again so we could live.

Jesus’ love for us was so great that He was willing to die so we could

live.  There is so much love shown to us by Jesus.  Jesus wants us to

share His love with one another in our daily living.

Jesus wants us to follow Him.  Let’s make that decision today.  

Mother Teresa once said: 

“There are so many religions and each one has its different

ways of following God.  I follow Christ:

Jesus is my God,

Jesus is my Spouse,

Jesus is my Life,

Jesus is my only Love,

Jesus is my All in All;

Jesus is my Everything.

The dying, the crippled, the mentally challenged,

the unwanted, the unloved,

they are Jesus in disguise.”

— Rev Nellie

Editor’s Note:  This is Rev Nellie’s Easter Message.  Apologies for

its early arrival, but that is because next month would be too late.

Besides, the Gospel of Easter is so important, and it applies all year

round, so it doesn’t hurt to have it a couple of weeks early!   

WE WELCOME . . .

Kevin and Betty Wayson, proprietors of the Curling One Stop

Service Station, as new sponsors for The BLOW ·M E·DOW NER .  Most

readers will know Betty who is from York Harbour, and Kevin who

comes from not much further away, so please give them your support

when you can in these difficult economic times.

  SHEPPARD’S  CLOVER  FARM  STORE
! ! !  CHECK OUR PRICES  ! ! !

Gasoline  Groceries  Hardware  Lotto  Beer  Liquor
Propane Exchange Program - Sears Catalogue Agent

 DISTRIBUTOR OF PRODUCTS

from    MERCER’S MARINE 

Automobile - SERVICE & REPAIRS - Gas & Diesel

CURLING ONE  STOP
Owners: Kevin & Betty Wayson

Phone 785-2619              366 Curling St, Corner Brook
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URGENTLY NEEDED
HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE

SPRING HAS OFFICIALLY BEGUN  as of 20  March, and so far we haveth

avoided any very extensive washouts caused by running water and

blocked culverts.  Indeed the Department of Public Works has been

vigilant in its preventive maintenance, and they deserve congratulation

for cleaning out the ditches beside our main roads.  Hopefully this will

take care of the run-off problem, and barring any storms with heavy

rainfall perhaps we shall be lucky this year.  To date also the thaw has

been gradual and may remain so.

However there is another large problem in the area of highways,

and it is one familiar to anyone who travels the roads around our two

towns: the quantity of broken pavement on the main highway through

both communities.  If you’re driving, don’t take your eyes off the road

surface because if you do you are almost certain to hit one of the many

potholes that have recently reappeared.

Last year a small amount of work was done, but no new pavement

was laid in our immediate area.  Some paving was done east of

Frenchman’s Cove, but nothing more substantial than what amounted

to temporary repairs was done at the western end of Route 450.

Consequently there are stretches of the highway within our towns and

between them which are badly in need of resurfacing.  We were

promised two years ago that work would be done here, but the entire

season passed in 2008 with no more than a few truckloads of asphalt

being used here.  Now, after this winter of alternating mild and cold

weather, a condition specially destructive of road surfaces, almost the

entire stretch from Little Port to Blow-Me-Down is urgently in need of

resurfacing.  One of the worst sections is between our two settlements,

especially the approach from Lark Harbour to York Harbour.  But it

is impossible to single out any parts that don’t need attention.

It is noticeable that the worst sections tend to be the level ones such

as that near the Lark Harbour Rectory, and the one as you enter York

Harbour from Lark Harbour.  Where there are hills, the water drains

off the pavement before it can do much damage, but the level sections

often have water standing on them for longer periods.  The water is

then able to seep into any small breaks in the road surface and later,

when the temperatures fall, it freezes and swells.  The small breaks are

then widened until eventually the pavement is lifted and a pothole is

created.  This is exactly the same freezing process as will break the

water pipes in your home if it becomes cold enough.

In many parts of North America the highways are constructed with

a slight crown in the centre, and a gentle slope off towards the sides,

so that water runs off and cannot accumulate on the pavement.  But

how often do we encounter large sections of pavement with enough

water to cause aqua-planing, especially in those ruts that exist on some

of the older surfaces?  A raised crown would avoid this problem.

Also, where driveways join the pavement one can often see water

running across the road.  A slight crowning of the main highway

surface could prevent most of this by shedding that water into the ditch

before it reaches the pavement.

In these days of more costly materials and labour, coupled with

lower government tax revenues from oil, such measures as those

suggested above ought to help our road surfaces to survive longer.  It

may cost a little more to construct the roads in this manner, but in the

long run it will reduce costs for government, and also for vehicle

owners who will have to pay for fewer repairs.  Hitting a pothole can

cause extensive damage to your vehicle, necessitating costly repairs,

and in the worst instances may result in a major accident.

THERE ARE NO ELEPHANTS

ROUND HERE!

AM AN I USED TO KNOW M ANY YEARS AGO  owned a trumpet.  Every

night about nine o’clock he would go out in his yard with the

trumpet and blow a long loud blast on it.  Then he would go back in

the house and put the trumpet away until the next night.  None of us

knew why he did this, but one evening I was walking past his house

just as he came out with the trumpet and my curiosity got the better of

me.  I decided to ask him why he did it.

“I do it to keep the elephants away,” he answered.

“But there are no elephants round here,” I replied.

“Yes, I know,” he said, obviously very pleased.  “It’s extremely

effective, isn’t it?” 

FOOD  BANK  NOTES
by

Susan Harvey

LAST WEEK I DELIVERED  3½ milk crates of assorted food items to

the Food Bank outlet in Curling.  This included items brought to

the church from 8 February to 22 March  - six weeks  - and is roughly

equal to the amount collected the night of the Dickens reading in the

church by school personnel.  Wish they would do another one!

Food Bank Co-ordinator Joy Conners tells me she has just made

a purchase of flour and beans to augment supplies at the outlets.  She

also anticipates soon having to purchase yeast - makes the flour more

useful, you might think.  It sounds as if demand is increasing.

Supplies on hand at the outlets really only allow distributions to

each client to be made every eight weeks; though the amount given

does depend on the size of the family unit and whether there are

children.  Following is a list of the minimum amount which will be

distributed each time.  

1 can meatballs OR stew 1 bag flour OR 1 loaf bread

1 lb. butter 1 sleeve crackers

½ bag sugar 1 can tuna OR ham OR salmon

1 can milk 1 can spaghetti

1 can / box juice 1 can beans

1 pkg cereal 2 Kraft dinners

2 cans vegetables 1 jar peanut butter OR jam

1 can fruit 1 pk rice OR 1 bag potatoes

30 teabags 1 pk spaghetti OR macaroni

3 cans soup 1 bottle spaghetti sauce  OR tomatoes

Doesn’t sound like much for eight weeks; but this list represents the

MINIMUM quantities in any distribution.  Often there are items not

on the list which have been donated, or there may have been a bulk

donation of more perishable items by a store or transport company.

I think there must be some flexibility on the part of outlet volunteers

depending on circumstances, especially if there are children.  But it

doesn’t seem as if there should BE so many people in such

circumstances; maybe things are worse than we realise.  Please bear

this in mind and share what you are able.

Speaking of food, though NOT for people in need, how about

what our kids are eating?  I learned the other day that our school

board is so concerned about students’ nutrition that one member of

the administration has the responsibility of checking out what is being

served in the school canteens.  A directive came down that the

blueberry muffins being sold were not allowed because they were

made with white flour, not whole wheat!  And the Kids Eat Smart

Foundation will only allow cereal with raisins in to be served once a

week to the breakfast club; Rice Krispies totally forbidden.  There is

apparently no advice as to how to deal with students who just walk

across the road and buy whatever they may fancy, whether or not it is

nutritious.  Good nutrition IS important for all children.  We can only

hope they learn about its importance before they grow up with all the

bad habits we have taught them.

NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR BUDGET

LAST WEEK FINANCE M INISTER Jerome Kennedy introduced the

Newfoundland & Labrador government’s budget for the coming

fiscal year.  Immediately noticeable was the remark that we are back

into a deficit situation after four years of surplus income.  However,

we are still relatively much better off than we used to be, and if the

Minister’s projections are close, we should have to endure deficits for

only a year or two.

In the meantime, a number of good plans have been initiated in

three identified need areas: 1-Infrastructure Development; 2-Debt

Reduction; 3-Economic Diversification.  All of these should protect

and assist the province to survive the current recession, while also

providing badly needed increased spending in health, with a new pay

offer to nurses, who deserve it if anyone does; new provisions in

cancer care and diagnosis;  improvements in home care services for

the sick and aged; and increased spending in education at all levels.

The Government has shown a high sense of responsibility at a time

when it is tempting to cut back, but the spending is well considered.

The danger is if the recession lasts longer than anticipated.  And

maybe we’ll get our highway repaired at last!     
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TOWN OF

LARK HARBOUR

REGULAR MONTHLY MEETING - 17  MARCH 2009th

Present: Mayor, Paul Keetch; Councillors, Sheila Jones, John Parsons

Carol Rice & Jamie Park;   Clerks, Louise Darrigan and Debra Park;

Resident: Kevin Sheppard.  

Meeting commenced at 7:05 p.m.  Minutes recorded by clerk, Debra.

! Mr Sheppard was welcomed by Council and asked the purpose of

his request to meet with them.   He explained that on his property

at 2 Birchy Hill Road he could not locate his driveway where he

had originally planned and where the septic system dictates that it

be, due to a power pole placement at that particular spot.  He asked

if there was anything Council could do on his behalf in that regard

as he had spoken to a Newfoundland Power technician who

indicated that it could be relocated but failed to commit his

employer to do it.  There was some discussion and Council

conceded to write Newfoundland Power and ask if the pole could

be relocated and what would be the cost.  Mr Sheppard thanked

council and then excused himself from the meeting.

! Minutes of February 17  meeting, with no errors or omissions,th

were now adopted as circulated. 

! Update on water project - Council discussed the letter received and

the reply sent regarding Phase 2.  Since this was the same as was

done for Phase 1, it was now resolved to accept the cost sharing

ratio of 90/10 for Phase 2 in the amount of $6,145.50 for Council’s

portion.  Council then discussed the request of Walter Anderson

(Anderson Engineering) for names of individuals who may be able

to escort him and another engineer to the proposed site. Several

names were discussed and would be conveyed to Mr. Anderson.

! Concerns stemming from building permit moratorium - Clerk was

directed to contact Mr Cyril McCarthy of Works and Services to

invite him to meet with Council to clarify this issue.  Letters to be

sent to individuals affected and to Mr McCarthy and Mr Jerry

Sheppard to advise that Council is working with the Department of

Works and Services to resolve this issue. 

! Photocopier update - Mayor reported that he had looked at several

machines from Staples and with no decision to date, Council

decided that more time was required to do further research.

! Fire Dept - Reviewed the reply faxed back from Humber Arm

South and Council agreed to those further changes/inclusions.

Clerk to reply to Humber Arm South with those changes/inclusions

noted for their acceptance.  The Firettes financial report was noted

and to be copied for council members.  The HST claim was noted

and will soon be completed.

! Financial Report. - Reviewed and accepted as presented with

accounts payable in the amount of $13,524.09.  Two investments

have matured and decision made to re-invest.

! Permit Request - Change from commercial to residential discussed

and approved. 

! Concerns/complaints - (1) Re: garbage being dumped over the

embankment on “Camp Hill”.  The public are reminded that

regulations are in effect regarding the dumping of garbage. (2)

Roaming Dogs.  Clerk directed to place a notice in the

BLOW ·M E·DOW NER  stating that the Dog Control By-law will

continue to be enforced. 

! Ice control material - contact contractor again.

! PSAB survey - clerk to complete.  Discussion ensued on the need

for two clerks to be on duty until the survey requirements have

been met.  Clerks to decide which one would complete this, noting

that there really should be only one to work on it from beginning

to end.  Also to provide Council periodically with a progress

report.

! SW ASP - Council decided against applying again this year and

commented that there is a joint application with the Fire Dept again

this year for student work.  The need for work on the playground

was discussed and will be considered further when spring breaks.

! Questionnaire re infrastructure & waste management noted.

! Legs missing from washroom sink - clerk directed to ask George

to look for them down in the storage shed.  Vacuum cleaner not

working - Mayor will inquire into possible donation of a working

vacuum.  Garbage box broken again - Councillor John will patch

it once more.

! Conference - clerk directed to forward this to the Fire Dept for

their perusal.

! Assessment Division - Re:  invitation to meet - clerk directed to

confer with the Town of York Harbour and ask if we might be

able to join them when they meet with the Assessment Division.

! All correspondence noted and directed to file.

! Clerks to note for next meeting to discuss outdoor projects.  Also

asked to do some preparatory work in relation to re-directing gas

tax funds from roads to a green aspect, e.g. new windows, etc.,

and to obtain information on a community enhancement program.

Meeting adjourned at 10:00 p.m.

LARK HARBOUR  TOWN  NOTICES

ROAM ING DOGS

Residents are advised that the By-law concerning ROAMING

DOGS will be enforced again this year.  The Control Officer

will be visiting Lark Harbour on a regular basis and roaming

dogs may be impounded.

PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY

DUMPING OF GARBAGE

Pursuant to the Authority conferred by SECTION 414(2)(iii)(iv) of

the Municipalities Act, the Town Council of LARK HARBOUR has

made the following regulations.

1. These regulations may be cited as TOWN OF LARK HARBOUR

(NO DUMPING) REGULATIONS for by-law 2007.

2. Interpretations: In these regulations unless the context otherwise

requires: (a) “Act” means THE MUNICIPALITIES ACT.

(b) “Clerk” means THE TOWN CLERK OF LARK HARBOUR

(c) “Council means THE TOWN OF LARK HARBOUR

(d) “Municipality” means THE TOWN OF LARK HARBOUR

(e) “Waste material” means all tangible items either hazardous or

non hazardous. (f) “Person” means resident or non-resident,

owner or non-owner in possession of waste material.

(g) “Equipment” means any device motorized or unmotorized

used by Council. (h) “Labour” means the hiring of person(s) to

clean up waste material.

3. From and after the date of the passing of these regulations, no

person shall dump waste material within the municipality.

4. Council shall hire equipment and/or labour to clean up waste

material found in the municipality.

5. If waste material is found to have originated with any person

or business, that person or business shall be responsible for

the cost incurred for clean up.

6. Every person or business who is found guilty of an offence

under these regulations shall be subject to a fine not exceeding

$10,000.00 (ten thousand dollars).

7. These regulations were adopted by resolution of Council at a

regular meeting held on the 23rd day of October 2008.

An official copy of these regulations may be viewed at the

Council Office during normal business hours.
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LIBRARY NOTES
by

Susan Harvey

NEW ROTATING COLLECTION

The new collection has been here for nearly a month now; but if

you have not had the opportunity to check it out, here are a few of the

more notable possibilities:

1.  Long Spoon Lane Anne Perry

2.  Sinister Pig  Tony Hillerman

3.  Death and the Walking Stick Linda Berry

4.  Dusty Death JM Gregson

5.  Chill of Fear Kay Hooper

6.  Wolves Eat Dogs Martin Cruz Smith

7.  Murder in the Museum Simon Brett

8.  No Graves as Yet Anne Perry

9.  Silent Partner Stephen Kimber

There are also two Nora Roberts books which are not in the

permanent collection: Dance to the Piper and Red Lily; and two by

Lillian Jackson Braun: The Cat Who Went Bananas and The Cat Who

Had 60 Whiskers.

Long Spoon Lane is one of Ms Perry’s many books set in Victorian

England.  You may wonder if it would really have been possible for

her characters to achieve the results as she tells us.  The books are very

readable, however, and the picture of Victorian society is always

entertaining.  In this book Thomas and Charlotte Pitt, along with their

maid Gracie, Lady Vespasia, and the loyal Sergeant Tellman, untangle

a plot involving anarchist bomb outrages, the mysterious Inner Circle,

and a high  level power struggle.  Enjoy, but don’t believe all of it.

The Sinister Pig is set in the American

Southwest and does not involve actual

livestock.  Mr Hillerman’s books give us

many interesting views of the Navaho

lifestyle and of their religious beliefs.

Usually we follow the exploits of the

Navaho Tribal Police, but this one is a

little different; the roots of the story lie

outside the Navaho Nation.  Mr

Hillerman’s main character Joe Leaphorn,

now retired from the Tribal Police, only

features marginally; but, as usual, he is

able to provide useful suggestions and

insight..  His former sergeant, Jim Chee,

gets most of the action.  The story

involves oil wells and pipelines (a “pig” is a piece of equipment used

in pipeline maintenance, it turns out}; illegal immigrants crossing the

border from Mexico; drug smuggling; and political corruption.  Plus

a small but pleasing dose of romance.  A really good read.

Death and the Walking Stick is described on the cover as “folksy”,

and I guess that’s what it is.  Set in a small Georgia town, it is quite

entertaining, with lots of colourful characters - a little like outport

Newfoundland, only more so.  Two deaths are involved, both perhaps

accidental.  The police presence is primarily provided by Constable

Trudy Rowntree, who has grown up in Ogeechee and is related to a

number of the characters.  Several of the older women form their own

ideas about the deaths and insist on helping with the investigation; lots

of gossip and insider knowledge about the suspects.  Trudy has to be

respectful and drink lots of

iced tea in order to make use

of her network of seniors.

Even though the whole thing

is a bit of a comedy of errors,

in the end a crime and

criminal are identified.  

Dusty Death has a

memorable beginning: a row

of old brick homes is being

demolished, when suddenly

the man wielding the wrecking

ball sees an arm sticking

straight up from a heap of

rubble.  It turns out that the body of a young woman had been

concealed in the deserted building 13 years earlier.  Chief Inspector

Peach discovers that she had been one of six young people squatting

in the house at that time.  Peach  manages to track down the other

five, and interview them about their memories of that time.

Eventually he figures out who was the murderer, but the reader gets

to enjoy an interesting guessing game until then.  Was it the vicious

drug dealer, the concert pianist, the football coach, the business

woman operating a dating agency, or the nun running a hostel for the

dying?  Or someone from outside the squat?  See if you can guess.

Chill of Fear is a spooky story set in an old luxury hotel in

Tennessee.  The main character, Quentin Hayes, is obsessed by the

hotel’s history and the number of deaths and disappearances which

have taken place in the area over the last hundred years.  The evil

behind these incidents is finally dealt with by the concerted efforts of

a group of people with paranormal powers, and many secrets come

out.

Wolves Eat Dogs deals with Russian business, criminal and

political intrigue.  Much of the action takes place over the border with

Ukraine, in the “black villages” left after the nuclear accident at

Chernobyl.  Apparently the 30-kilometre “zone of exclusion” is not

totally deserted.  It is still aglow with radioactivity, but is still

inhabited by a few elderly peasants who refused to leave their homes,

some scavengers, a few scientists, one dedicated doctor, and - of

course - the militia.  The action is a little convoluted, but there are

fascinating details about the effects of radiation on the area.  One

character interested in wild life claims that many of the mutated

animals have lost their fear of man; including wolves.  That explains

the title and why the detective Arkady Renko encounters no domestic

dogs in the area; everyone tells him “Wolves eat dogs”.  Mr. Smith

apparently lives in California, but he does acknowledge a lot of input

from experts in Russia and even Chernobyl itself; so the background

should be reasonably authentic.  He has written other books set in

Russia; notably Gorky Park, which received many awards.

The other books listed will be reviewed next month, along with

one or two of the new books now in our permanent collection.

BYRNE’S STORE
Main Street, York Harbour  - Phone 681-2040

   FULL SERVICE GASOLINE

Groceries, Confectionery & Beer, Hardware, Loto

A GREAT SELECTION OF LOCAL SOUVENIRS

LARK HARBOUR ATV TRAIL COMMITTEE

THE NEW  ATV  TRAIL COM M ITTEE is planning several things for the

coming months.  Among the most important is a FUND RAISER

that should also be a FUNRAISER for everyone when their Festival

takes place on 24  - 26  July.  The location for this is to be Larkth th

Harbour Town Hall and grounds.  No other details are yet available,

but watch for announcements over the next few weeks.  They are also

planning ticket sales and other activities to raise money.

Applications are being prepared to various government

departments for financial support and to Crown Lands for

authorisation to further develop some existing trails and to start work

on a new one.  Specifically it is planned to extend one trail beyond

Blue Hills and to Wild Cove Brook.  Depending on time available

and the success of efforts to obtain funding, there are also plans which

may be worked on this year to make a new trail to Cedar Cove.

Developments such as these, and also the trail work which is

proceeding very well under the Outer Bay of Islands Enhancement

Committee, are creating attractions in our communities and may well

in the future make the Outer Bay of Islands a popular year-round

destination for ATV and hiking enthusiasts.  More visitors here will

make it possible for more local entrepreneurs to start businesses such

as B&B homes, restaurants, equipment rental and repair shops, and

perhaps other enterprises as yet not imagined.  All these things should

contribute to Lark Harbour and York Harbour becoming places where

younger people can find profitable work instead of having to leave for

distant places.

Let’s hope that all these good projects can soon become reality.
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Deidre’s Column

WORLD VISION “30 HOUR FAMINE”

HAVE YOU EVER COM PLAINED  that you’re starving, or looked in the

fridge and said, there’s nothing here to eat?  Chances are that if

you’re like most teens today then you probably have.  The truth,

however, is that we are far from starving and most of us have never

experienced what it truly means to be hungry.  This year the Student

Council at St James All-Grade School is hoping to change this by

increasing awareness of world hunger.  World Vision is an organization

working to save children in nearly 100 countries world wide.  On

April 3  - 4  senior high students at St James are going to make ard th

difference in the lives of these starving children.  They will do this by

participating in the World Vision “30 Hour Famine”.  Famine is a

situation of extreme scarcity of food, potentially leading to widespread

starvation.  Our students taking part in this 30 hour famine, will

understand the true meaning of famine when they fast from 12:00

midnight on Thursday night until 6:00 am Saturday morning.  All they

are permitted to eat during this time will be one bowl of plain white

rice and they can drink clear liquids like water and apple juice.  After

taking part in this famine we hope that students will not take for

granted the things they have every day like food and water.

The Student Council is hoping to raise as much money as they can

through this activity by collecting pledges.  One dollar can feed one

child for a day.  That’s one less day children of the world need to go

to bed hungry.  Last year in the US alone organizations raised

$2.1 million that went to countries like Swaziland, Malawi and Haiti.

Poverty in the world is a huge problem and the saddest part is that rich

countries like the US and Canada eat enough in a day to feed the

world.  So we need to work together as a team to get our resources out

to those in need.  The scariest thing about poverty is the facts:

Each day, over 26,000 children under the age of 5 die from

preventable diseases such as malnutrition, malaria, diarrhea, and acute

respiratory infections.  Malnutrition is associated with over half of

those deaths.  More than 840 million people in the world don’t get

enough to eat.  That’s one of every seven people on the planet.  In the

last 50 years, 400 million people worldwide have died from hunger

and poor sanitation.  That’s three times the number of people killed in

all wars fought in the entire 20th century.

In conclusion, helping to raise money for these children is a

wonderful experience for everyone.  It will also be a fun-filled night of

planned events where everyone taking part sleeps at the school.  Please

support us in our 30 Hour Famine!  For more information about World

Vision and the 30 Hour Famine check out the website www.famine.ca.

A LITTLE BIT OF HISTORY

FAILURE OF THE COD AND HERRING
FISHERIES   1879 - 1880

The cod and herring fisheries during 1879 and 1880 were

unsuccessful, and many families were in danger of starvation unless

they received assistance.  There was no government assistance readily

available in those days, so the men addressed the only source of help

that they knew: their Church.  In early December 1889 the following

letter was addressed to Rev J J Curling, Anglican Priest of the Bay of

Islands Mission, by the heads of thirty-two families faced with

starvation in the dead of winter.  Readers will recognise many

familiar names among those who signed this petition.

Petition of Heads of Families
to Rev J J Curling for Assistance

December 1879

To the Revd J J Curling

Revd Sir,

Owing to the entire failure of the Herring fishery and partial failure

of the Cod fishery and our inability to procure work we are now in

absolute want of the Bare necessities to Sustain life and viewing the

present prospects we must some of us long ere the coming long winter

is over Succumb to Starvation.

We gratefully acknowledge your individual efforts in our behalf in

the past and the knowledge that the good you may volunteer may not

be Sufficient to carry us through Therefore we humbly beseech you

to represent our case to the Government to come to our aid (as

individual efforts cannot save us) to give us work so we can earn ever

so little to give us Bread.

With many grateful thanks for your past benefices we pray you

will do all in your power to assist us through the proper authorities.

Yours in necessity

John Bailey Michel Compagnon

Moris Derigan Michael Companion Jr

Richard Parsons John Derigan

Edgar Bennett John Parsons

Thomas Willer Samuel Batt

Thomas Derigan James Cole

James Mitchell John Park

Edward Margen Jesse Clarke

Joseph Park Thomas Leih

Joseph Henwood John Beverley

William Beverley James Willer

Thomas Lovel Edward Tucker

Richard Park Alexander Wight

Thomas Edmins Henry Becorkney

John McLeod Henry Edmins

James Park ???? Dimond [first name illegible]

Response of Rev Curling to the Petition

A short time later, Rev Curling, attentive and concerned as always to

the needs of his parishioners, wrote the following reply from the

mission station at John's Beach :

To John Bailey, M. Compagnon Jr. and others who addressed me

early in December 1879.

My friends,

It grieved me very much to hear of your distress owing to the

failure of the herring fishery, & the partial failure of the Cod fishery.

I at once represented the case to the Magistrate*, who wrote to the

Government requesting them to send provisions and to authorize

some public work being undertaken during this winter.

A petition was also forwarded to the Government from some of

the fishermen residing in the upper part of this Sound stating their

distress; the Rev. P. Doe???? & the Rev D. Creelman, I believe, as

well as myself certify the truth of this petition.

Before the last mail steamer left St. John’s the Government heard

by Telegraph that some herring were being caught in the B. of Islands

and on that account refrained from sending any provisions.

We are therefore thrown upon our own resources, and the

Magistrate has summoned a Meeting of the Inhabitants of the Bay to

be held at the Co. Ho [Community House] next Wed. 30th inst to

consider how best to provide for those in distress.

Some relief work will certainly be given.

Meanwhile I would exhort you to be in... prayer to our Heavenly

FATHER that it would please Him to provide for His Children, and

if He see fit, to send a sufficient supply of Herring.

Put thou thy trust in the LORD and be ... Good.  Dwell i.e. (live

righteously) in the land and verily thou shalt be fed.

Your faithful servant in CHRIST,

J. J. Curling

John’s Beach, Bay of Islands, 19 December 1879.

* The Magistrate was William Howarth, recently appointed and the

only government official resident in the Bay of Islands at that time.

He had to be very careful to act in accordance with the hated French

Shore Treaties which were still in effect (until 1904) hindering

official efforts at settlement on the West Coast.  And also the

Newfoundland Government was afraid to “rock the boat” because

that might cause the French and British navies to intervene.

The above letters are contained in a journal kept by Rev Curling

during his ministry in the Bay of Islands.  The actual wording is

reproduced here: only the format has been changed because the

originals were handwritten.

On receipt of Rev Curling’s letter, Magistrate Howarth started

things moving, but no response had come from St John’s by the new

year, and the situation was desperate.  Details will follow in the May

BMD of the next measures taken by Rev Curling and the Magistrate.
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